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Scholars and activists commonly regard cli-
mate change as the unfamiliar:  as an un-

precedented phenomenon requiring the human 
community to develop new worldviews, ethics, 
and institutions. Such novelty is thought neces-
sary because, as the scientists have informed us, 
we no longer enjoy the same atmospheric con-
ditions “on which civilization developed and to 
which life on Earth is adapted.”2 While the un-
precedented nature of the complex phenomena 
we call “climate change” cannot be overstated, 
I wonder whether our focus on its uniqueness 
might not obscure that which is common, quo-
tidian, or even mundane about climate change.3

More than one-hundred years ago, while 
speaking in Edinburgh, William James noted 
that “[s]cience… catalogues her elements and 
records her laws indifferent as to what purpose 
may be shown forth from them, and constructs 
her theories quite careless of their bearing on 
human anxieties and fates.”4 When reading the 
graph above, it becomes unclear whether the 

exponential upshot over time is tracking atmo-
spheric carbon dioxide, or my level of anxiety 
about climate change.  Forget the manufac-
tured controversies over scientific consensus;5 
the real uncertainties of climate change are the 
uncertainties of life, the risk of death, and that 
existential condition which has perhaps always 
marked the human experience.

This latent contingency of existence is in-
creasingly obvious, even in those centers of 
wealth and privilege where, up until until very 
recently, it had been obscured. Walter Mosley, 
the bestselling African-American author and 
critic, recently told an interviewer that while 
“people of color in the 20th century suffered 
under the weight of the distribution of wealth,” 
nowadays, “everybody has become that col-
ored person in America.” The initial condition 
“hasn’t changed, but it’s broadened. The suf-
fering has taken up a much larger space.” And, 
“[t]his so-called middle class, really working 
class, person—man and woman—has begun to 
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Today’s unprecedented concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide. (Source: NASA)1
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embrace what black and Latino people knew all 
through the 20th century.”6  

Even before the most recent economic shocks, 
Zygmunt Bauman made a similar claim, noting 
the “passage from the ‘solid’ to a ‘liquid’ phase 
of modernity,” or the emergence of a condi-
tion whereby social forms can no longer “serve 
as frames of reference for human actions and 
long-term life strategies because of their short 
life expectation.”7 Within this “liquid moder-
nity,” Bauman suggests, “[t]he most harrow-
ing contemporary fears are born of existential 
uncertainty.”8 Likewise, for Ulrich Beck, 
“[t]hreat and insecurity have always been among 
the conditions of human existence.”9 Yet despite 
the global nature of what Beck calls “world risk 
society,” when it comes to climate change, that 
which is remote for most, is already close at 
hand for many others. 

The Native Village of Kivalina is no stranger 
to existential vulnerability. Life in this arctic 
village of 400 is governed by seasonal ebbs 
and flows, and the subsistence harvests thereof. 
Each fall also brings a series of ocean storms, 
and in recent years, life has become increas-
ingly dangerous on the narrow barrier island. 
The land-fast ice, which once buffered the is-
land from the sea, is becoming increasingly un-
reliable.  Things are different nowadays. “When 
there are storms people are very anxious, some 
people walk all night,” Alice Adams told inter-
viewers.10  Climate-induced changes abound in 
Kivalina, but increased erosion and the irreduc-
ible specter of a storm-surge loom largest in the 
community.  While the physical manifestations 
of climate change in Kivalina are unprecedent-
ed, the human experience of uncertainty, vul-
nerability, loss, and risk are age-old.  Ought not 
these familiar dimensions of lived-experience 
be explored empirically? 

Michael D. Jackson has long considered the 
ways in which human experience is marked by 
the “continual, if frequently unreflective, quest 
for some sense of balance between being an 
actor and being acted upon.”11  Surely this dy-
namic is amplified in human encounters with 
climate change. “We are an adaptable people,” 

says Colleen Swan,12 “we have always changed, 
but since 2004, we just can’t adapt this fast.” 
The social sciences have adopted the notion of 
“resilience thinking” from ecology.  In our con-
text, “resilience” might refer to those myriad 
practices by which human beings gain and/or 
maintain wellbeing under conditions of uncer-
tainty, loss and deprivation.13 In particular, eth-
nographers might direct our attention toward 
practices of resilience, resistance, and restora-
tion under conditions of environmental risk at 
the ecological margins.

Bruno Latour suggests that we approach real-
ity in general, and specifically climate change, 
not as mere “matters of fact,” but rather as “mat-
ters of concern, whose import then will no lon-
ger be to debunk but to protect and to care.”14  
How does another person’s experience of suf-
fering become the subject of our concern and/or 
compassion? “We get a lot of sympathy, from a 
lot of people,” says Enoch Adams Jr.,15 “but we 
need more than sympathy, we need empathy.” 
Is empathic solidarity possible across authentic 
epistemological difference and the power dy-
namics thereof?

Jackson has further observed that anthropolo-
gists are so often “focused on what is culturally 
unique that… [we] overlook what is existen-
tially universal.”16 On the other hand, careful 
attention to what is existential universal might 
help to cultivate the sort of “knowledge [which 
would] …contribute to tolerant coexistence in a 
world of entrenched divisions and ineradicable 
differences.”17 What grounds do human beings 
have for cooperation amid authentic differ-
ences, especially our differing exposure to en-
vironmental risks? Could the universal human 
experience of existential uncertainty a produc-
tive starting point for a new form of global soli-
darity? 

On whose terms is another to be protected and 
from what? Who is to care for whom?  Social 
ethicist Sharon D. Welch points out that “what 
counts as ‘responsible action’” among people of 
privilege “is predicated on an intrinsically im-
moral balance of power.” Welch argues that in 
pockets of relative comfort a “moral and politi-
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cal imagination… shaped by the [a normative] 
ethic of control” will only lead to “cynicism 
and despair.” Instead, she suggests an “ethic of 
risk,” a form of “communicative ethics” that 
could enable “a thorough engagement with oth-
er communities, with other systems of knowing 
and acting,” and a “mutually self-critical en-
gagement with difference.”18

Communities living on the frontlines of cli-
mate change have long called for “climate jus-
tice.” Anything approaching that condition will 
require, on the part of the globally privileged, 
far more acceptance of uncertainty than our gov-
erning elites are currently willing to allow. U.S. 
obstruction and delay of the UNFCCC process 
means that climate justice will be built, if at all, 
from the ground up drawing on the paradoxical 
strength found only in weakness—a solidarity 
born of collective uncertainty. If we have any 
hope at all it may be this: by coming to terms 
with our own experiences of uncertainty, risk, 
and vulnerability, global elites might experience 
enough humility to embrace what has elsewhere 
been called the “moral risk” of meaningful cli-
mate action.19

For all the horror that is “climate change”—
its magnification of contemporary oppression 
and historical trauma, and the deeply rooted 
structural violence it amplifies—the phenom-
enon also offers the gift of uncertainty.  Climate 
change reminds us that our illusions of power 
and control are always, at the end of the day, 
temporary; it offers those who would risk it the 
chance to meet in weakness and vulnerabili-
ty—a place of mutual recognition—and maybe, 
just maybe, presents us with a new ethic of au-
thentic human solidarity. uf
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